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As a database programmer from Arizona and a fan of sedate, indoor activities, Indi Smith

doesnâ€™t belong in outer space. Certainly not in a star system with a broken wormhole gate and

no way home. But through no fault of her own, thatâ€™s where sheâ€™s landed, and nobody on the

ship, not even the genius chief engineer Hierax, knows how to repair the gate. The only clue that

could help is an untranslatable transmission coming from an uninhabitable planet with no

atmosphere.Though sheâ€™s a fish out of water, Indi is determined to use her knack for analysis

and recognizing patterns to decode the transmission and help Hierax fix the gate, whether he wants

the assistance of some civilian woman or not. She refuses to die in the middle of nowhere, even if it

means she has to prove her worth to an arrogant, know-it-all engineer. Sheâ€™s had experience

dealing with geeks, albeit not ones with such big, sexy muscles, but that doesnâ€™t mean working

with him will be easy. Chief Hierax is used to being in charge of all things mechanical, and heâ€™s

used to being the smartest person on the ship. Few of his burly Star Guardian colleagues were

recruited for their brains. So when Indi shows up with a clever way of looking at the alien

transmission, one he hadnâ€™t thought of, heâ€™s not sure what to make of itâ€”or her. His focus

should be on fixing the gate, but he finds himself speculating about romantic endeavors. Would she

be interested in seeing his hobby projects or maybe his favorite tools? Itâ€™s hard to tell. He has a

hard time understanding womenâ€”and people in general, for that matterâ€”so charming her may be

tougher than finding a way home.  The Star Guardians SeriesBook 1: OrionBook 2: TreyjonBook 3:

Sagitta Book 4: Hierax Book 5: Zakota (September)
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Fourth in the Star Guardians series delves into one of the more eccentric members of the Falcon 8

crew  the ship's engineer Hierax. Who knew that a man who never leaves the bowels of the

ship would meet his soulmate among a bunch of stranded women?These characters appeal to the

geeks among us  the ones who find computers, math, and puzzles more interesting than

track meets and football Ã¢Â€Â¦ Those of us who feel a little insecure about some part of our

appearance. Ok, I use too many words, which points me out as one of these people  and

that's great.Hierax contains quite a bit of excitement, though it's not jump out of your seat type of

excitement, and plenty of humor. Throughout this book, it's the brainiacs of both the crew and the

group of women who save the day. I am a fan of this whole series, but I have to say I may like this

fourth book best. For sure, I'm looking forward to #5.

I love Ruby's male characters where they are so smart or brave or sexy or strong or all of the above

and yet so clueless about their appeal to women and sometimes just clueless about women. So

much better then the typical "player" that many writers use. Players and man whores just don't do it

for me, which is one of the reasons Ruby's stories do make me sigh in happiness. And the heroine,

she's funny and smart all on her own and can even save the day a few times even though she'd

rather be reading a book on Earth and in a much safer place than winging it across space...so very

not safe. The H/h had wonderful chemistry.

And music as a language of math. It was kind of slow start for me and I had another book I really

wanted to read come out in the middle but it really helped me get more into this one. I love the

history we see and the plot is very different for sure. I'm very much looking forward to the next book

and the fights to come. I can't wait to see where it goes and how it ends...

What a great ride. Could not put it down. Amazing how we humans can help out in a pinch. Enjoyed



all the references to existing SIFI Lore. On top of that I got a good romance to go with it. If you

haven't begun reading the books go to book 1 in the series and then read your way up the ladder, I

have enjoyed the entire series so far.

This is a great adventure to take with all these wonderful characters and the women of earth who

were kidnapped and taken to another galaxy, and in trying to get back home they are in a war with

slavers and aliens and still manage to find strength, hope, love, friendship and courage.

Star Guardians is a quite different series than Lionsdrake's other works.It is has a lot of action and

humor, but it is more romance than action. It is lighter emotionally in all a good fun sci-fi romance.

Excellent! I so enjoy all these new developments, now even more exciting!Now I'll keep

wondering.... how? How can this end?

Ruby Lionsdrake is a wonderful storyteller, and Hierax is another great tale. Like all Ruby's books,

this story is a perfect blend of adventure and romance, with a touch of mystery and magic; a recipe

that will leave you satisfied but craving more!
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